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Korea Focus - July 2013
2013-10-17

korea focus is a monthly webzine accessible at koreafocus or kr which includes editorials
columns features interviews and essays on korean current affairs and related international
issues since its inception in 1993 the journal has served as a foremost source of objective
information on korea contributing to a broader understanding of korean society and
promoting korean studies among academic institutions and policy think tanks abroad the
articles are selected from leading korean newspapers news magazines and academic journals
in addition to the webzine the content of korea focus is available via e book service for mobile
devices those who are interested in subscription may register their email address at the
website

Korea Focus - April 2013
2013-10-17

korea focus is a monthly webzine accessible at koreafocus or kr which includes editorials
columns features interviews and essays on korean current affairs and related international
issues since its inception in 1993 the journal has served as a foremost source of objective
information on korea contributing to a broader understanding of korean society and
promoting korean studies among academic institutions and policy think tanks abroad the
articles are selected from leading korean newspapers news magazines and academic journals
in addition to the webzine the content of korea focus is available via e book service for mobile
devices those who are interested in subscription may register their email address at the
website

Korea Focus - March 2013
2013-10-17

korea focus is a monthly webzine accessible at koreafocus or kr which includes editorials
columns features interviews and essays on korean current affairs and related international
issues since its inception in 1993 the journal has served as a foremost source of objective
information on korea contributing to a broader understanding of korean society and
promoting korean studies among academic institutions and policy think tanks abroad the
articles are selected from leading korean newspapers news magazines and academic journals
in addition to the webzine the content of korea focus is available via e book service for mobile
devices those who are interested in subscription may register their email address at the
website

Korea Focus - September 2013
2013-12-03

korea focus is a monthly webzine accessible at koreafocus or kr which includes editorials
columns features interviews and essays on korean current affairs and related international
issues since its inception in 1993 the journal has served as a foremost source of objective
information on korea contributing to a broader understanding of korean society and
promoting korean studies among academic institutions and policy think tanks abroad the
articles are selected from leading korean newspapers news magazines and academic journals
in addition to the webzine the content of korea focus is available via e book service for mobile
devices those who are interested in subscription may register their email address at the
website

Focus On: 100 Most Popular South Korean Idols
2015-09-07

the unprecedented economic success of south korea since the 1990s has led in turn to a large
increase in the number of immigrants and foreign workers in korean industries this book
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describes and explains the experiences of discrimination and racism that foreigners and new
koreans have faced in a multicultural south korea it looks at how society has treated the
foreigners and what their experiences have been given that common discourse about race in
korea surrounds issues of korean heterogeneity and pure blood nationalism starting with
critiques of korean scholarship and policy framework on multiculturalism this book argues for
the need to revisit the most fundamental aspect of multiculturalism the host population s
ability to respect new comers rather than discriminate against them the author employs a
critical realist understanding of racism and attempts to identify long lasting institutional
factors which make korean society less than welcoming new or temporary koreans a large
number of new reportages are identified and systematically analysed based on the principles
of grounded theory method the findings show that nouveau riche nationalism and pure blood
nationalism are widely practised when koreans deal with foreigners as a newly industrialised
and highly successful nation korean society is still in transition and treats foreigners
according to economic standard of their countries of origin as one of the very first books in
english about foreigners experiences of korean nationalism multiculturalism and
discrimination it will be of great interest to students and scholars of sociology ethnic studies
asian studies korean studies media studies and cultural studies

Focus On: 100 Most Popular South Korean Male Film
Actors
2017-09-06

this book studies the sources of inequality in contemporary south korea and the social and
political contention this engenders korean society is becoming more polarized demands for
economic democratization and a fairer redistribution of wealth occupy centre stage of
political campaigns debates and discourse the contributions offer perspectives on this wide
ranging socio political change by examining the transformation of organized labour civil
society the emergence of new cleavages in society and the growing ethnic diversity of korea s
population bringing together a team of scholars on korea s transition and democratization the
story the books tells is one of a society acutely divided by the neo liberal policies that
accompanied and followed the asian financial crisis taken together the contributions argue
that tackling inequalities are challenges that korean policy makers can no longer postpone
the solution however cannot be imposed once again from the top down but needs to arise
from a broader conversation including all segments of korean society the book is intended for
a readership interested in south korean politics specifically and global experiences in
transition more generally

Nouveau-riche Nationalism and Multiculturalism in
Korea
2015-05-14

this book examines the nature and consequences of strategic competition between the us and
china which affects the global security landscape and the emerging security architecture
across the broader asia pacific region the author illustrates the evolution of sino us security
interactions from the anti soviet alliance to temporary marginalization to eventual strategic
competition and examines cases that could potentially escalate into greater conflicts the
analysis offers tantalizing glimpses into both the dangers and promising opportunities
presented by this strategic fork in the road making it of great interest to researchers and
scholars in the fields of international relations and security studies

Korea’s Quest for Economic Democratization
2016-11-03

the routledge handbook of soft power is the first volume to offer a comprehensive and
detailed picture of soft power and associated forms of public diplomacy the terms soft power
and public diplomacy have enormous currency in media and policy discourse yet despite all
the attention the terms remain conceptually ambiguous for analysts of international influence
the consequence is that the terms have survived as powerful yet criticized frames for
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influence divided into two main parts part i outlines theoretical problems methodological
questions the cultural imperative and the technological turn within the study of soft power
and part ii focuses on bringing the theory into practice through detailed discussion of key
case studies from across the americas europe the middle east africa and asia this innovative
handbook provides a definitive resource for students and scholars seeking to familiarize
themselves with cutting edge debates and future research on soft power and will be of
interest to those studying and researching in areas such as international relations public
diplomacy and international communication

US-China Strategic Competition
2017-06-28

south korea s post war economic success is a well known story however its development in
the past two decades is relatively less investigated by reviewing key economic issues in south
korea s economy today this book offers an input to the research of contemporary south korea
in particular the country s economic development and its external economic relations this
book provides an analytical overview of key issues in contemporary south korean economy
the timely and in depth study presented in the book examines the main reasons behind south
korea s economic slowdown in recent years the economic and social impact following chaebol
s growing business expansion free trade agreements with china and the united states the
development of income inequality the ageing demography and the korean government s
policy response to overcome the current economic difficulties

Focus On: 100 Most Popular South Korean Television
Actresses
2015-01-22

this volume examines japanese and korean politics from both japanese and korean angles
exploring why the two countries do not cooperate bilaterally or consult one another despite
their geographical closeness and a number of common features that are central to both
countries domestic politics and foreign policies

The Routledge Handbook of Soft Power
2013-09-12

korea 2013 politics economy and society contains concise overview articles covering
domestic developments and the economy in both south and north korea as well as inter
korean relations and foreign relations of the two koreas in 2012 a detailed chronology
complements these articles

Contemporary South Korean Economy: Challenges And
Prospects
2015-04-09

this is a historically founded empirical study of social and economic transformation wrought
by marketisation from below in north korea

Japanese and Korean Politics
2014-02-24

this study is one of the very first to analyze north korea and the challenges that it presents to
international security and community by looking through the prism of the first two years of
the kim jong un regime
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Korea 2013
2015-06-30

at a time when chinese policy makers appear to be rethinking china s historically close
alliance relationship with north korea this volume gathers a diverse collection of original
essays by some of china s leading experts on north korea and china s north korea policy

North Korea
2014-10-10

i the decade long journey of korea s ftas 1 historical rogress 2 fta trategies 3 development of
fta procedures 4 communication between government and industries 5 fta utilization 6
domestic compensatory measures ii conclusion and implications 1 conclusion 2 implications

North Korea and Regional Security in the Kim Jong-un
Era
2014-12-18

this 14th annual report on the oecd guidelines for multinational enterprises describes the
activities undertaken to promote the observance of the guidelines during the implementation
cycle of june 2013 june 2014

Focus On: 100 Most Popular 2010s South Korean
Television Series
2021-04-06

there is a continuing academic and policy interest in the potential for culture based urban
regeneration across the world such regeneration is intended to attract investment re imagine
spaces and create employment business and urban planning opportunities this book seeks to
examine the use of culture and arts in the urban regeneration sphere of south korea
specifically a one year long cultural event culture city of east asia is used as a case study for
exploring wider debates around and understandings of the relationships between culture led
urban regeneration initiatives and the impacts on communities in south korea despite the
proliferation of culture led initiatives aiming to tackle broad social issues there is a lack of in
depth research into the efficacy of such urban regeneration previous researches have asked
such questions as what benefits can cultural elements e g mega events or signature buildings
bring into a city what is the role of culture in economic development e g tourism and internal
investment what is the economic value of cultural goods and services this is not to say that
such questions should be the only concerns in assessing a culture led urban regeneration
strategy however the evaluation process of culture led regeneration frequently fails to ask
questions about the impact on human communities are cultural resources being used to
spread culture or just to focus on economic development are cultural initiatives like mega
events being used to benefit local citizens how can residents shape a culture led regeneration
strategy this book is intent on examining residents opinions and perspectives about culture
led urban regeneration it recognizes how culture led regeneration schemes interact with
local communities focusing on the actual views of local people rather than being coldly
theoretical

China and North Korea
2015-08-12

this book addresses the compulsions that underlie the china s relations with india and south
korea both increasingly mutually dependent on china for markets trade investments
technology tourism etc it inquires into two sets of regional relationships with china being the
common linking factor while examining the generational change in the leadership of china
india and south korea this study will be a significant addition to the evolving sphere of
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comparative regional relations

The Decade-Long Journey of Korea’s FTAs
2015-10-05

decades after the end of the world war ii east asia continues to struggle with lingering
animosities and unresolved historical grievances in domestic bilateral and regional memory
landscapes china japan and the korea share a history of inter and intra violence self other
identity construction and diametrically opposed interpretations of the past routledge
handbook of memory and reconciliation in east asia offers a complete overview of the
challenges of national memory and ideological rivalry for reconciliation in the east asian
region chapters provide authoritative analyses of contentious issues such as comfort women
the nanjing massacre history textbook controversies shared heritage sites colonial rule
territorial disputes and restitution by interweaving memory human rights and reconciliation
the contributors actively explore real prospects of redressing past wrongs and achieving
peaceful coexistence at personal as well as governmental levels bringing together an
international team of experts this book is an essential read for students and scholars of east
asian studies anthropology gender studies history international relations law political science
and sociology and for those interested in memory and reconciliation issues

Annual Report on the OECD Guidelines for
Multinational Enterprises 2014 Responsible Business
Conduct by Sector
2015-02-20

numerous crosswinds are buffeting the more than 40 year old people s republic of china
american relationship yet only once since nixon s historic trip to china in 1972 has a major
conflagration seemed a real possibility anchoring the relationship throughout multiple storms
are the two countries broad areas of collaboration such as deep links in culture economics
and education however for some observers the conflictual aspects of the relationship seem to
be gaining prominence conflict and cooperation in sino us relations offers a timely and
current look at one of the world s weightiest bilateral relationships it goes beyond detailing
the conflict and cooperation that have been integral facets of china us interactions since 1972
to gauging the relationship s evolution and future trends examining its nuances regarding
diverse issues such as the asia pacific leadership structure the south china sea and the
korean peninsula the book further delves into the causes of conflict and cooperation offers
diverse solutions for tempering frictions between beijing and washington and considers the
efficacy of some of the mechanisms e g military to military exchanges that china and the us
currently employ to manage their relationship the chapters suggest that extreme anxieties
about china us relations may be misplaced but that there nonetheless are some worrisome
signs even in areas like economics and the environment that are perceived as naturally
cooperative while the book does not offer any silver bullets various contributors contend that
successful management of sino american relations may require greater american
accommodation of china s interests this book will be of great interest to students and
scholars of chinese politics american politics international relations and asian studies as well
as to policy makers working in the field

Culture-Led Urban Regeneration in South Korea
2014-05-21

this review addresses korea s industry and technology policies and institutions and provides
policy recommendations

Sino-Indian and Sino-South Korean Relations
2014-11-28

this report examines korea s urban policies and offers customised policy recommendations
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based on the oecd publication compact city policies 2012

Routledge Handbook of Memory and Reconciliation in
East Asia
2016-01-25

visit to the mysterious north korea in july 2013 main highlights during the visit where the
military parade in pyongyang for the 60th anniversary of north korea and the mind blowing
arirang mass games

Conflict and Cooperation in Sino-US Relations
2018-09-07

north korea has posed a threat to stability in northeast asia for decades since kim jong un
assumed power this threat has both increased and broadened since 2011 the small isolated
nation has detonated nuclear weapons multiple times tested a wide variety of ballistic
missiles expanded naval and ground systems that threaten south korea and routinely employs
hostile rhetoric another threat it poses has been less recognized north korea presents a
potentially greater risk to american interests by exporting its weapons systems to other
volatile regions worldwide in north korean military proliferation in the middle east and africa
bruce e bechtol jr analyzes relevant north korean military capabilities what arms the nation
provides and to whom how it skirts its sanctions and how north korea s activities can best be
contained he traces illicit networks that lead to state and nonstate actors in the middle east
including syria iran hezbollah and hamas and throughout africa including at least a dozen
nations the potential proliferation of nuclear and chemical weapons technology and the
vehicles that carry it including ballistic missiles and artillery represent a broader threat than
the leadership in pyongyang including training and infrastructure support north korea s
profits may range into the billions of dollars all concealed in illicit networks and front
companies so complex that the nation struggles to track and control them bechtol not only
presents an accurate picture of the current north korean threat he also outlines
methodologies that washington and the international community must embrace in order to
contain it

OECD Reviews of Innovation Policy Industry and
Technology Policies in Korea
2021-04-22

these are the wto s authorized and paginated reports in english they are an essential addition
to the library of all practising trade lawyers and a useful tool for students and academics
worldwide working in the field of international economic or trade law dsr 2019 volume vii
contains the panel and appellate body reports on korea import bans and testing and
certification requirements for radionuclides wt ds495

OECD Green Growth Studies Compact City Policies:
Korea Towards Sustainable and Inclusive Growth
2017-06-22

covering eclectic topics ranging from south asian religion to motherhood to world dance to
ethnomusicology this book focuses on contemporary selected experiences of women and how
their lives interface with religion religion has often been perceived as the source of
constriction for women s roles in society this volume explores how modern women across
asia are mobilizing their faith traditions to address existential issues encountered in both the
public and private realms relating to economics public participation politics and culture as
such it is revealed that religion can be a powerful force for social change and ameliorating
women s lives despite use of religious doctrine in the past to limit women editor zayn r
kassam phd and the contributors cover not only the commonly considered asian traditions of
hinduism islam and buddhism but also christianity judaism bahai and indigenous traditions
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the book reveals that the challenges and opportunities asian women face arise both from
within and outside whether in terms of developments within their countries or in relation to
international political and economic regimes the chapters explore how the issues asian
women face have as much to do with cultural and religious codes as they do with politics
economics education and the law consider the varying ways in which family and motherhood
are affected by the state s construction of the gendered citizen by social constructs of
motherhood and by policies regarding women and children s access to health care and
identify the roles played by religion and spirituality in these circumstances

Democratic People's Republic of Korea 60th Anniversary
2018-08-31

rationality in the north korean regime explores the history of the kim family examining cases
of provocations from the korean war to the august 2015 land mine incident to assess the
regime s rationality

North Korean Military Proliferation in the Middle East
and Africa
2014-07-10

this book presents a novel framework to reconceptualize internet governance and better
manage cyber attacks specifically it makes an original contribution by examining the
potential of polycentric regulation to increase accountability through bottom up action it also
provides a synthesis of the current state of cybersecurity research bringing features of the
cloak and dagger world of cyber attacks to light and comparing and contrasting the cyber
threat to all relevant stakeholders throughout the book cybersecurity is treated holistically
covering outstanding issues in law science economics and politics this interdisciplinary
approach is an exemplar of how strategies from different disciplines as well as the private
and public sectors may cross pollinate to enhance cybersecurity case studies and examples
illustrate what is at stake and identify best practices the book discusses technical issues of
internet governance and cybersecurity while presenting the material in an informal
straightforward manner the book is designed to inform readers about the interplay of
internet governance and cybersecurity and the potential of polycentric regulation to help
foster cyber peace

Dispute Settlement Reports 2019: Volume 7, Pages 3651
to 4298
2016-10-20

this volume of work explores the politics challenges and future of un peacekeeping
operations from the asia pacific

Women and Asian Religions
2017-11-15

grounded in extensive empirical research danger development and legitimacy in east asian
maritime politics addresses the major issues of geopolitics in the region that have been and
will continue to shape the international politics of the asia pacific for years to come covering
the nation states of china japan and south korea it includes an examination of the key island
disputes as well as analysis of the north korea south korea clashes in the yellow sea
controversies in japan s relations with both koreas and the so called history disputes
including recognition of world war ii atrocities across the region in doing so this book
explores a range of themes from the ecological environment to the globalized nature of
shipping and therein links the east asian maritime sphere directly to the dynamics and
developments in the domestic politics of each country thus it serves to demonstrate how
several controversial debates in the international politics of the asia pacific are ultimately
and inextricably intertwined a timely contribution that furthers our understanding of
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contemporary politics of the asia pacific this book will be of great interest to students and
scholars of asian politics international relations and the asia pacific region in general

Rationality in the North Korean Regime
2021-12-03

this discerning book examines china s newly developed soft intervention policy towards north
korea myanmar and the two sudans by examining china s diplomatic statements and
behaviours it also highlights the chinese soft intervention policy in economic manipulation
and diplomatic persuasion in the recent generations of chinese leadership under hu jintao
and xi jinping

Managing Cyber Attacks in International Law, Business,
and Relations
2017-10-13

this book highlights both the diversity of perspectives and approaches to arctic research and
the inherent interdisciplinary nature of studying and understanding this incomparable region
the chapters are divided into four liberally defined sections to provide space for dynamic
interpretation and dialogue in search of sustainable solutions to the issues facing the arctic
from governance to technology scientific research to social systems human health to
economic development the authors discuss fundamental questions while looking toward the
arctic s future whether the reader is well versed in the history and complexity of arctic policy
or looking for an insightful introduction to the vast world of arctic research everyone will find
answers that lead to new questions and even more discoveries in these pages laying the
foundation for tomorrow s discussion on the future of the arctic the arctic s unique
geographic and political characteristics pose questions for the international community
indigenous peoples and economic interests not easily answered through traditional concepts
to that end the arctic summer college has been engaging leading professionals students
scholars and policy makers from across the globe to exchange ideas and support further
investigation into the arctic a joint venture between ecologic institute us and ecologic
institute berlin germany the college participates at the annual arctic circle assembly in
reykjavik iceland and continues to be at the forefront of international collaboration in this
critical area of economic political environmental and humanitarian development

Peacekeeping and the Asia-Pacific
2017-08-01

attribution tracing those responsible for a cyber attack is of primary importance when
classifying it as a criminal act an act of war or an act of terrorism three assumptions
dominate current thinking attribution is a technical problem it is unsolvable and it is unique
approaching attribution as a problem forces us to consider it either as solved or unsolved yet
attribution is far more nuanced and is best approached as a process in constant flux driven by
judicial and political pressures in the criminal context courts must assess the guilt of
criminals mainly based on technical evidence in the national security context decision makers
must analyse unreliable and mainly non technical information in order to identify an enemy of
the state attribution in both contexts is political in criminal cases laws reflect society s
prevailing norms and powers in national security cases attribution reflects a state s will to
maintain increase or assert its power however both processes differ on many levels the
constraints which reflect common aspects of many other political issues constitute the
structure of the book the need for judgement calls the role of private companies the
standards of evidence the role of time and the plausible deniability of attacks

Danger, Development and Legitimacy in East Asian
Maritime Politics
2023-06-09
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the political handbook of the world 2022 2023 provides timely thorough and accurate
political information with more in depth coverage of current political controversies than any
other reference guide the updated 2022 2023 edition continues to be the most authoritative
source for finding complete facts and analysis on each country s governmental and political
makeup tom lansford has compiled in one place more than 200 entries on countries and
territories throughout the world this volume is renowned for its extensive coverage of all
major and minor political parties and groups in each political system it also provides names
of key ambassadors and international memberships of each country plus detailed profiles of
more than 30 intergovernmental organizations and un agencies and this update will aim to
include coverage of current events issues crises and controversies from the course of the last
two years

China’s New World Order
2014-09-25

the south china sea is a major strategic waterway for trade and oil shipments to japan korea
as well as southern china it has been the focus of a maritime dispute which has continued
now for over six decades with competing claims from china vietnam the philippines indonesia
and brunei recently china has become more assertive in pressing its claims harassing
vietnamese fishing vessels and seizing reefs in the philippine claim zone china has insisted
that it has indisputable sovereignty over the area and has threatened to enforce its claim all
of this is unsettling and draws in the united states which is concerned about freedom of
navigation in the area the us has been supporting the philippines and has been developing
security ties with vietnam as a check upon china this book examines the conflict potential of
the current dispute it discusses how the main claimants and the united states view the issue
and assesses the prospects for a resolution of the problem

Arctic Summer College Yearbook
2015-05-20

japan s unusual position in the realm of international politics encapsulates a three fold
juxtaposition both in and out of asia both occupied by and a close ally of the united states and
both a key trade partner and a strategic rival of china whilst international relations theory
offers a number of ways to analyse these relations this book instead utilizes the concept of
risk to provide an innovative perspective on japan s relations with china north korea and the
us the book elucidates how risk potential harm and harm are faced disproportionately by
certain groups in society this is demonstrated by providing an empirically rich analysis of the
domestic implications of security relations with china north korea and the united states
through the presence of us troops in okinawa beginning with a theoretical discussion of risk
it goes on to demonstrate how the concept of risk adds value to the study of international
relations in three senses first the concept helps to break down the boundaries between the
international and domestic second the focus on risk and the everyday directs us to ask basic
questions about the costs and benefits of a security policy meant to secure the national
population third what implications do these two points have for governance the question is
one of governance as japan s externally oriented security policy produces domestic insecurity
shared disproportionately not equally as this volume makes clear developing the theory of
risk as a tool for understanding international relations this book will be of great interest to
students and scholars of asian politics japanese politics international relations and security
studies as well as to policy makers and practitioners working in the field

Inside the Enemy's Computer

Political Handbook of the World 2022-2023
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The South China Sea Maritime Dispute

Regional Risk and Security in Japan
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